Rules for Hospitalized Inmates

1. I will not be allowed to receive packages, gifts or any items of value from anyone during my hospital stay.

2. No personal phone calls are allowed unless calls approved in advance by the sending facility head.

3. I will not be allowed to receive in-coming or send out-going mail while admitted to the hospital.

4. I will not attempt to relay any information through hospital or security staff.

5. I will not, at any time, leave my assigned room without authorization from supervising correctional officer.

6. Visitation will not normally be granted. Exceptions may be made if medical determines my condition warrants or if I am admitted for an extended period of time. In such cases, only immediate family will be authorized to visit, after written approval has been received.

7. Only hospital clothing will be worn during my hospital stay.

8. I understand I will be restrained during my hospital stay with exception of pregnant inmates per OP-050108.

9. I will cooperate with all security and hospital staff during my hospital stay.

10. I understand that I am subject to OP-060125 entitled “Inmate/Offender Disciplinary Procedures.” I will comply with “Rules for Hospitalized Inmates” and with hospital and patient rules, regardless of my custody level.

Failure to comply with these rules may result in disciplinary action.

Inmate Signature / DOC Number ___________________________ Date ____________

Security Correctional Officer ___________________________ Date ____________
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